SMART COACHING
Isolate and improve key behaviors
impacting customer satisfaction.

When a top satellite radio company wanted to prove how aspects of the customer interaction were
affecting customer satisfaction and retention, Afni created an algorithm to drill down into key
behaviors. Then we took it a step further.

The Opportunity

Customer Satisfaction (CSAT) is one of the leading metrics any company uses to gauge how happy their
customers are with their products or services. Concerned about how the level of effort to get to a resolution
may be affecting their customer satisfaction ratings, a satellite radio company partnered with Afni to get
some answers.
In contact centers, CSAT is commonly measured through post-call surveys. The collection and preparation
of the materials needed to effectively improve CSAT is a time intensive process. Front line supervisors, or
coaches, review the results of the surveys, listen to calls, and then coach agents on what they feel would
most improve the customer experience moving forward. As a data-centric company, Afni hypothesized that
the use of data and machine learning could provide considerably more insight in a more efficient manner.
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The Solution

After analyzing the robust post-call survey, we mined for and scored behavioral data to model our solution.
Using machine learning and interaction analytics, we generated an algorithm that established eight primary
drivers of customer satisfaction. Experts from our training, quality, and operations teams provided
coaching recommendations to positively impact the scoring level for each of our primary drivers. For
example, improving a “very dissatisfied” to a “dissatisfied” rating.
Now the key was to disseminate the information to the
front line leadership. Dashboards and quick reference
guides were developed. Coaches could review the
personalized dashboard, identify the key behavior(s),
and consult the guides to determine
the optimal course of action for
each individual. Coaches were
armed with the evidence to
succeed and no longer had to
rely solely on their training
and intuition.

Real Results

We examined CSAT in three ways: Average CCSAT score (Very Satisfied = 5 and Very Dissatisfied = 1),
Bottom 2 Box % (Very Dissatisfied/Dissatisfied ), and Top 2 Box % (Very Satisfied/Satisfied). Agents who
received 30 or more surveys were randomly assigned to control and treatment groups, and we compared
their first 15 surveys to their last 15 surveys.

Average CSAT (higher is better)

Bottom 2 Box % (lower is better)

Control 4.50 to 4.48,
change of -0.02

Control 4.86% to 6.96%,
change of +2.10%

Control 87.86% to 88.25%,
change of +0.39%

Treatment 4.37 to 4.55,
improvement of +0.18

Treatment 9.97% to 5.78%,
decrease of -4.19%

Treatment 86.02% to 90.67%,
improvement of +4.65%

Top 2 Box % (higher is better)

Positive effects became visible after a month and apparent after two months of coaching in the treatment
group. Significant and substantial improvements in the treatment group’s performance were realized when
compared to the control group with unaided coaching. An added benefit, coaches were able to spend
approximately four hours less per week correcting behaviors and more time engaging and motivating agents!
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